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Ideal site mixing in solid solutions, with an.application
to two-feldspar geothermometryr
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Abstrtct

The activity of end member i, a,, in a solid solution can be deffned 8$ 4r : cfoo y1, where 7; is
an activity coeffrcient describing the departure from ideal solution and cf is the ideal
contribution to activity. Statistical thermodynamics yields an explicit expression for cf in
terms of configurational entropy and mixing on sites:

where X{ is the mole fraction of component A, generally an ion or atom, on the i-site in the
solid solution; n, is the number of J:-sit€s in one formula unit of any end member in the
solid-solution series, and n^,, is the number of A<omponents on thei-site in one formula unit
of end member i. This general expression applies to binary, ternary, and complex, multicom-
ponent solid solutions.

Application of this expression to feldspars yields an adjustment of the two-feldspar geo-

thermometer. For natural feldspars containing N4 K, Rb, Ca, B4 Sr, and Fe, the cxpression
is

a:

Data in the systern albite-orthoclase-anorthite-HrO fit well enough to suggest that the
proposed geothermometer is accurate to t 50"C in the range of 650 to 9fi)'C for coexisting
plagioclase and alkali feldspar for which 0.15 < Xl[ < 0.50.

List of Symbols

A : index on exchangeable components (usually ions,
atoms, or vacancies) in the solid solution

4i : activity of end member i, the formula for which is
expressed as Z ll, n^ A(n^rj)

ai"" : ideal contribution to activity of end membcr i
(confi gurational activity)

con : superscript for configurational entropy
k : Boltzmann constant

nl : numtler of .y:-si1"t in one unit of any end member;
one unit is defined as the combination of
components that gives the formula of the
end member

nai.; : numb€r of A+omponents on j-sites in one unit of
end member i in its standard state

ni : numtrer of moles of end member i
N: Avogadro's number
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Nr : numtrer of units of end member i in the solid
solution

Ni : number of A+omponents on j-sitcs
' : superscript for standard state

P : pressure in bars
r : superscriPt for reference state

R : gas constant
S : entropy
$ : partial molar entropy of i

AS!n" - change in ,f, in going from the standard
state to thc mixed (solid-solution) state

ASlcni' : contribution to ASr'that is attributable
to ideal mixing

T : temperature in kelvins
l/ : numtrer of possible configurations in the mixed

state
Xl : mole fraction of A on the j-site
Xr : mole fraction of end membcr i
Z : nonexchangeable comPonents in the solid

solution
yi : activity coefficient of end member i



p : chemical potential
n : product
r1', : probability of one conflguration of components

having the formula of i on one unit of the
solid solution

Introduction
Application of thermodynamics to natural systems re-

quires knowledge of activity-+omposition relations for
minerals that form solid solutions. Several approaches have
been used to model activity-{omposition relations for ideal
solutions. As examples, Kriiger et al. (1959) used classical
thermodynamics to consider mixing on structural sites, and
Kerrick and Darken (f975) and Stoessell (1979) used statis-
tical thermodynamics to come to the same general con-
clusions as the derivation in this paper. The results here
differ from those of Kerrick and Darken (1925) and Stoess-
ell (L979) principally in that mole fractions of components
on sites (rather than mole fractions of end members) are
used in the expression of the ideal contribution to activity.
The expression derived by Powell (1977) is similar to that
given here. However, because his expression does not in-
volve a term for the standard state, it is not applicable
generally. Price (1977) and Helgeson et al. (1978) presentcd
formulations identical to those given here, but without rig-
orous derivations. This treatment explicitly illustrates the
need for knowledge of the occupancy of sites in both the
solid solution and end member in its standard state. This
formulation also provides a simple equation for the ideal
contribution to activity in terms of mole fractions on sites,
which can be calculated, with some assumptions about site
occupancy, from chemical analyses.

The advantage of the derivation in this paper over that
in previous studies is that multicomponent solid solutions,
which are typical in natural systems, can be treated with
ease. The number of possible end members in the solid
solution is not limited in this general approach.

Kerrick and Darken (1975) used plagioclase as an exam-
ple for their expression of the ideal contribution to activity.
Their formulation considers plagioclase as a binary solid
solution of two end members, albite and anorthite. The
following formulation allows one to more precisely consid-
er natural plagioclases, which generally contain K and oc-
casionally contain appreciable amounts of Sr and Ba. It
will be shown that this approach yields a significant im-
provement in the applicability of the two-feldspar geo-
thermometer proposed by Haselton et al. (1983).

Derivation of the expression for af"", the ideal
contribution to activity

The following four relations from statistical and classical
thermodynamics (see, for example, Lewis and Randall,
1961) are the basis of this derivation:

Ascon - kln W,
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Let the activity of end member i in a solid solution, a1, be
defined in terms of an ideal contribution, af"", and a non-
ideal contribution, or activity coeflicient, 71:

a i :af "T i .  (5)

For ideal solutions, Tt: l, (6)
and the partial molar entropy of mixing is entirely attribu-
table to configurational entropy:

AS,-,, : s-, - f,i - 2\$a nr : Sion - Si""'". (7)

Because in equation (1), As""" is the entropy difference be-
tween a mixed state and a reference state, for which there is
only one possible configuration,

a,Sfon : Scon - S@n'. and (g)

ASi""," : $on, 
o _ S@r, r. (9)

Diflerentiation of equation (3) with respect to T and substi-
tution of(4), (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9), yields:

as-io'- as?''": -R ln af"'. (10)

Noting that n,: N,A{ and R: kN, from equations (l)
and (2) it is seen that

asi".:(9$) :-(,#) (1r)
\  dn i , / r , r , o r * i  \  oNr , / r , n ,n r * ,

For end member i, where random mixing occurs on each
J:site,

Sterling's approximation for large numbers yields

t nw : - I IN l l nx i ,  ( 13 )
j A

where

x i -  
N lr: tft, (14)

the mole fraction of A on tnJi ,it". For a mixture of end
members,

Ni: I n1;N1. (15)

Combination of equations 1f f 1, 1f f1, (14), and (15) yields:

A,Sio': -R I I n^u ln Xj, (16)
j A

The standard state for end member i is defined such that

t4: lt? * RT ln 4,, (3)

(ap,\ a
ltr/,: 

-t' (4)

(r2)

':(f;
(1)

(2) Xl : neri,
njT,P,ai  ra i

(r7)
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where

nr:  I  n^, i ,
A

the number of j-sites in the solid solution. Therefore the
standard state has a configuration entropy term itself:
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(18)

configuration with the formula of end member i divided by
the probability of finding that configuration in the stan-
dard state.

Equation (20) has broad application in thermodynamic
studies of geological systems. Many minerals o@ur in solid
solutions that can be characterized by multiple end mem-
bers. Examples of mineral groups for which equation (20)
can be easily applied include feldspars, pyroxenes, olivines'
amphiboles, biotites, garnets, epidotes, illites, chlorites,
smectites, carbonates, iron-titanium oxides, and copper-
iron sulfides. By making assumptions about which ele-
ments mix on which crystallographic sites, one can recast
accurate chemical analyses of naturally occurring minerals
in terms of mole fractions on sites. Equation (20) then pro-
vides an expression ofthe ideal contribution to the activity
of any end member within the solid solution. Equation (23)
provides a simple means for handling ideal contributions
to activity in solid solutions for which random mixing on
sites does not apply. For example, short-range order in
spinels (Stormer, 19E3) can be approached as a conditional
probability. Equations (20) and (23) demonstrate that one
must know the site distributions in the mineral as well as in
the end member in its standard state. If date on site distri-
butions are lacking, ambiguity in assumptions about site
occupancy and short-range order can be incorporated in
error analysis.

Application to twefeldspar geothermometry

Improvement of the two-feldspar geothermometer pro-
posed by Haselton et al. (1983) is an example of the appli-
cability of the above formulation for the ideal contribution
to activity. These authors used their experimental data plus
those of Orville (1963), Luth and Tuttle (1966), Seck (1972),
Goldsmith and Newton (1974), Smith and Parsons (1974),
Laganhe and Weisbrod (1977), Hovis and Waldbaum
(19771, and Hovis (1977, 19821 to derive activity-

(1e)

Combinations of equations (10), (16), and (19) yields the
explicit expression of the ideal contribution to activity in
terms of mixing on sites:

' ;"":T[(f i)" (20)

As examples, ideal contributions to the activities of feld-
spars are listed in Table L

The ideal contribution to activity can be viewed as a
probability function. Because the probability of finding an
A-componcnt on any j-site is equal to the mole fraction of
A on the j-site, the probability of one combination of com-
ponents having the formula of end member i on one unit of
the solid solution, Yt, is given by the product:

Y': fl fl (xir^".
j A

(2r)

Similarly,

Note that lf i is the constant, k,, in the derivation of
Kerrick and Darken (1975). Combining (20), (21),and(22),

ai": YilYi; Q3)

the ideal contribution to the activity of end member i is
equal to the probability of finding in the solid solution one

As-;o ' ' ' :  -RI I*r t (?)

Yi: T lt (?)"^' (22)

Table 1. Ideal contributions to the activities offeldspars

Case n j -Va lues n A i j - v a l u e s
conqAb

^con-An

l .  Random n ix ing  o f
N a ,  K ,  C a ,  S r ,  a n d  B a
on one o-s i te  and o f
A l ,  S i ,  a n d  F e 3 +  o n
four  T-s i tes

2 .  Randon mix ing  o f
N a ,  K ,  C a ,  S r ,  a n d  B a
o n  o n e  o - s i t e ;  A l -
avo idance res t f i c ts
A l ,  S i ,  a n d  F e J i  m i x -
i n g  t o  t w o  T l - s i t e s ;
no  subs t i tu t ion  fo r  S i
on  t l ro  T2-s i tes  in
s tandard  s ta te

3 .  Randof l  m ix ing  o f
un i ts  o f  NaAlS i30g,
KAlS i30B,  and
CaAlS i30g

n o = 1
n T = 4

nNa ,Ab ,o  =
nA l ,Ab ,T  =
ns i ,Ab ,T  =
nCa ,An ,o  =
nA l ,An ,T  =
ns i ,An ,T  =

nNa,Ab,o  =
n A l , A b , T 1

+f 4?" *[, t'1,13

o {" *li 41 r4?r'

t4 i  = t  i f  Al -avoidance is  st r ic t lv  obeved)

ro 4utr[, lt t*{,1'

4.t*[fl2 t,{ft2n o = 1
n T l = 2
n T z = ? n5 i ,Ab ,T1  =

ns i ,Ab ,T2  = ,
nca ,An ,o  =  I
nA l ,An ,T l  =
nS i ,An ,T2  =

n A b = 1
n A n = 1

n =  r xAb XAn



composition relations for albite in alkali feldspar. Haselton
et al. (1983) followed the revision suggested by powell and
Powell (1977) fot the geothermometer of Stormer (1975).
The subregular solution model for activity coeffrcients used
by Powell and Powell (1977) is a reasonable approach and
reduces to a simple expression independent of Ca-content,
because the Ca+ontent of alkali feldspar is low relative to
the Na-content. Similarly, any activity-coellicient terms re-
lated to small amounts of Sr, Ba, or Fe3+ mixing would be
expected to be negligible for most natural feldspars.

Haselton et al. (19E3) argued for Al-avoidance in albite-
anorthite solid solutions. Because the same standard state
for albite must be used in equating the activity of albite in
alkali feldspar with the activity of albite in plagioclase,
Al-avoidance should also be considered in determining the
ideal contribution to activity of albite in alkali feldspar (see
Table I, case 2). The preferred expression for the activity of
albite in alkali feldspar, af;fi, which uses equation (20) for
the ideal contribution to the activity, is

alfi : +x;,.fFxlf '^Fxg'er1a5r,^t)'.

^__ f(x$1l8Er0 + t7030xl[ - 10.3r + 0.364p)]
'  

l .  83r43r  J '
(24)

Note that for almost all alkali feldspars for which Al-
avoidance is strictly obeyed,

4Xfr'IFXII.AFX$1'AFlXgz'.rr1r=Xll, (25)

and equation (24) reduces to equation (3) of Haselton et al.
(1983).

Kerrick and Darken (1975) showed that the correct ex-
pression for the ideal contribution to activity of feldspar
end members is dependent not only on the Ca, N4 and K
contents but also on the Al-Si ordering (see Table l). Be-
cause Al-Si ordering in plagioclase and alkali feldspars is
complex (Ribbe, 1983), the simple model used in the two-
feldspar geothermometer, which assumes random mixing
on the T1 sites, may not be entirely correct. The activity-
coeflicient terms incorporate departures from the assumed
model. Equations (20) and (23) indicate that a theoretically
correct two-feldspar geothermometer requires knowledge
ofsite distributions in albite in its standard state and in the
coexisting plagioclase and alkali feldspar at the equilibrium
temperature and pressure. More experimental work is
needed to determine site distributions as well as compo-
sitions of coexisting feldspars.

The departure that this paper takes from Haselton et al.
(1983) is in the activity expression for albite in plagioclase.
Haselton et al. (1983) used the subregular solution model
for activity coellicients developed for the binary albite-
anorthite by Newton et al. (1980), who, in turn, used the
formulation of Kerrick and Darken (1975) for the ideal
contribution to activity. The Kerrick and Darken (1975)
formulation is correct only for the binary. For plagioclases
with K-substitution, activity of albite in plagioclase, alto, is
more correctly formulated with the use of equation (20) as:
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al'b : 4xfti'xlr'P'x$t'P\XJ2'P)2
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{1"Ly'

(28230-3es2oxlJl
#wr I

(261

Note that activity coeflicient terms for limited K-, Sr-, and
Ba-substitution in plagioclase are assumed to be negligible.
This substitution, however, is accounted for implicitly in
the ideal contribution to the activity through the ex-
pressions for mole fractions on sites.

The ideal contribution to the activity of albite in hieh-
temperature plagioclase with K-substitution is higher than
the corresponding value calculated by the formula of Ker-
rick and Darken (1975). For example, plagioclase with
composition AbrnAnnoOru (Johannes, 1979) has oiT'*t :
0.454, whereas (X"r!r)'Q - xltJ :O.426. This difference is
enough to cause an overestimation of equilibrium temper-
ature using the geothermometer of Haselton et al. (1983).
The preferred expression for temperature is

(27)

Note that if Al-avoidance is strictly obeyed, Xli : 1. If
Fe3+ substitution is minimal, and if only Na K Ca, BC
and Sr end members are considered, the ideal contributions
to the activities can be expressed in terms of mole fractions
of end members and

(x6J)'( l 88 l0 + l7030xlf + 0.3 &p) - (x\)2Q8230-3es20xl'b)

- f xl'b(2-xll-x[lxxl'b+x[l) Ir0.3(x6:),+8.3torr.{.-rg1r_"1g_"gy"g*"*,

(2E)

Notc that for natural feldspars containing Sr and B4 Xru
+ XA! + Xs" should not be normalized to I when using

equation (27) or (28).
This two-feldspar geothermometer is compared in Figure

I with the geothermometer from which it was derived
(Haselton et al., 1983). At 800'C the two data points of
Johannes (1979) agree about as well with either geo-
thermometer (734" and 808' with this approach versus 783"
and 862" with that of Haselton et al., 1983). The fit with
experimental studies of Seck (1971), however, is much
better with this approach than with that of Haselton et al.
(1983). Whereas this approach reproduces most of Seck's
(L971) data within +50'C between 650 and 9fi)"C, the
geothermometer of Haselton et al. (1983) tends to consider-
ably overestimate temperatures.

Discussion

Johannes (1979) and Haselton et al. (1983) noted that the
ternary feldspar experiments of Seck (1971) may not repre-
sent equilibrium. The relatively good fit between calculated
and experimental temperatures (Fig. l) suggests, however,
that equilbrium may have been approached. The fit is,
nonetheless, not p€rfect. Four data points of Seck (1971),

(x6)'z(l 88 10 + I 7030x1[ + 0.3 ilPl - (xX

10.3(X3)'+E.3143 rn
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those for which Xf[ < 0.15, and one point for which
Xlf > 0.5 were excluded from the calculation of means
because the calculated temperatures fell well beyond the
range of values otherwise calculated at the same experi-
mental temperature. In addition, what may be either sys-
tematic model or experimental errors are suggested by
slight underestimation of temperature at relatively low
values of Xl[ and overestimation at relatively high values
of Xi[. More equilibrium experiments in the ternary feld-
spar system clearly are needed.

Green and Usdansky (1984) used the experimental work
of Seck (1971) to estimate Margules parameters for the
anorthite-orthoclase binary. Their values are not large
enough relative to albite-anorthite and albite-orthoclase
terms to have an appreciable eflect on the two-feldspar
geothermometer. Because most natural plagioclases con-
tain only small amounts of K and because most natural
alkali feldspars contain only small amounts of C4 the ad-
ditional terms that would be introduced into the geo-
thermometer (see Powell and Powell, 1977) are insignifi-
cant.

Ghiorso (1984) also used the data of Seck (1971) to
derive activity coeffrcients that account for K{a as well as
K-Na and Na-Ca mixing. Ghiorso's formulation of the
two-feldspar geothermometer involves equating activities
of not only albite in coexisting plagioclase and alkali feld-
spar but also anorthite and orthoclase. Ghiorso's fit of
Seck's data is somewhat improved over the fit shown in
Figure 1. Average calculated temperatures are approxi-
mately equal, but Ghiorso was able to fit all Seck's data
with estimated standard deviations of approximately 30"C.
Ghiorso noted that activities of orthoclase calculated from
plagioclase compositions in basaltic rocks are in agreement
with values independently calculated using liquid-solid
equilibria.

The fact that the average calculated temperatures of
Ghiorso (1984) are essentially the same as those calculated
with equation (28) indicates that the two-albite geo-
thermometer is more sensitive to values of the ideal contri-
bution to activity than to the choice of non-ideal terms for
K-Ca mixing. The ideal terms used by Ghiorso (1984) are
correct only for ternary feldspars. For natural feldspars
containing appreciable amounts of Fe, Ba, Sr, or Rb, equa-
tion (20) and the expressions given for case 2 in Table I
should be used when applying Ghiorso's method.

The proposed geothermometer, equation (27) or (28), ap-
pears to yield temperatures accurate to within 50"C in the
range of 650 to 900'C for feldspar pairs in which 0.15 <
Xl[ < 0.50. Application of this geothermometer or the per-
haps more broadly applicable geothermometer of Ghiorso
(1984) requires, of course, equilibrium between coexisting
feldspars. Brown and Parsons (1981) suggested useful tests
for equilibrium. If, because of slow kinetics (Johannes,
1979), previously crystallized plagioclase does not equilib-
rate with the magma from which alkali feldspar crystallizes,
calculated temperatures will tend to be too high.

ExPer imento l  T , "C

Fig. 1. Comparison of the proposed two-feldspar geo-

thermometer with that of Haselton et d. (1983). Data are from
Johannes (1979) at 800'C and 1000 bar (n:2) and from Seck
(1971) at 650'C and 1000 bar (n: l2), 750'C and 1000 bar
(n: 15), 825'C and 1000 bar (n: l2), and 900'C and 500 bar
(n : 10) on feldspar pairs for which 0.15 < Xi[ < 0.50.
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